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Community:

Village of Salmo

Province:

British Columbia

Category:

Population 1138

Tidiness

-

/

150.00

Environmental Action

-

/

150.00

Heritage Conservation

-

/

150.00

Urban Forestry

-

/

175.00

Landscape

-

/

200.00

Floral Displays

-

/

175.00

-

/

1000.00

Total

Percentage:

NonEvaluated

Bloom rating:

NOVICE

Bloom rating: Up to 55%: 1 bloom. 56% to 63%: 2 blooms. 64% to 72%: 3 blooms 73% to 81%: 4 blooms. >82%: 5 blooms.
National and International Edition, for evaluated communities only.
82 to 83.9%: 5 Blooms. 84 to 86.9%: 5 Blooms (Bronze). 87 to 89.9%: 5 Blooms (Silver). 90% and over: 5 Blooms (Gold).
- A community does not have to be entered in a competitive category, but will need to be evaluated.

Mention:

Where all Roads Lead - Video

Representative (s) of Community
Name:

Diane Kalen-Sukra

Function:

Name:

Function:

Name:

Function:

CAO

Judges
Name:

Teresa Williams

Evaluation
date:

July 20, 2017
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Name:

Floortje Molenaar
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IMPORTANT NOTES:
Evaluation is adjusted to the climate and environmental conditions of the community.
Some aspects of the evaluation might not be applicable: scoring will be prorated.
The score will vary from the previous year based on the facts that the evaluation form is subject to modifications
each year and that the evaluation is based on the perception of the current judges.

SECTORS OF EVALUATION
Municipal:
-

Municipal properties, parks and green spaces, streets, streetscapes

-

Properties owned and run by municipality such as museums, historical sites

Business and Institutions:
Properties owned and managed by
-

Business: commercial sector, shopping centres, commercial streets, industrial parks, manufacturing plants

-

Institutions: schools, universities, churches, hospitals, service and community organization buildings (such as YMCA,
Legion), private museums, government and Crown Corporation’s buildings (such as Canada Post)

-

Tourism bureaus and Chamber of Commerce offices

-

Farms: in rural communities, farms can be considered in this section

Residential:
-

Citizens and citizen groups acting within their own properties

-

Residential property owners, rate payer groups

Community Involvement:
The principle of community involvement is so fundamental to the program that it is considered in each segment of the
evaluation.
-

Individuals, community organizations and citizen groups – all contributing to various aspects of community
improvement, including municipal spaces maintained through the efforts of volunteers and community

-

Organized clubs such as horticultural societies, garden clubs, community associations

-

Service clubs such as Rotary, Lions, Optimist

-

Participation (financial and/or in-kind or employee participation) by the municipality, businesses and institutions.
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GENERAL COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS
When the locals spot the Communities in Bloom judges in their red vests, and talk about their beautiful gardens
before the CAO has even arrived, you realize Salmo is a very welcoming Village. Thank you, Todd, for telling us
about Salmo Valley Estates because it is a showcase, as you enter town.
Salmo is a vibrant Village, the hub of the Kootenays and showing improvements and revitalization almost daily.
With only 1100 people, the Community has many resources and services available in a small downtown core.
The number of projects that have recently been completed in a relatively short time is astounding. Incredible
grant-writing, focussing on the needs of the community, as decided by the community, is proving most
beneficial. The support for Communities in Bloom, as another source of information to be used in grant-writing,
was greatly appreciated.
The OCP, which had gone through almost a year of planning and community involvement, was receiving First
Reading the week after the judges’ visit. This is a remarkable document which highlights the desire of the
residents and stakeholders to move forward, working together as stewards of the environment. The name
Sustainable Salmo says it all. The community's desire to provide public parks and trails, protect the aquifer and
maintain clean air are important objectives in natural environment. With less than 1200 residents, this Village is
marketing itself as the Hub of the Kootenays, a place not to be missed. To quote: "Salmo residents are forwardlooking and promote businesses that do not have a negative impact on the environment, only encouraging
green or non-polluting activities such as food production and processing, alternative energy manufacturing and
production, and other small-scale manufacturing." Goals to be admired and emulated.
Diane Kalen-Sukra is to be commended for the significant changes she has brought about in her short term as
CAO. She is determined to make her Village comparable and even better than other small communities. Diane is
an enthusiastic Salmo champion and speaks highly of her staff and council. It was a pleasure to meet Stephen
White. As the Mayor, he is at the helm of a small community, determined to see open governance and positive
changes in Salmo. Councillor Steve Dimock and Fred Paton, the Civic Works foreman, attended the meeting as
well and brought forth valid concerns. Fred was seen hard at work on the bridge in the morning. A small staff
requires everyone to pitch in and it was obvious that Salmo staff do just that.
The judges thoroughly enjoyed touring with Diane, who is extremely passionate about her community. As we
walked she pointed out spots of significance, such as the wetland, Salmo Bloom winners and numerous
churches. With a sweep of her hand, she indicated areas that are awaiting change.
Salmo Plaid! What a wonderful initiative. We love our Salmo plaid souvenirs and they will be well utilized. We
understand that Salmo dinner jackets are in constant demand.
Special mention is the wonderful video “Where all Roads Lead”, a professional media production, featuring 100
residents and focussing on the priorities of the community as part of the OCP. It highlights the value placed on
access to nature, clean water and air, and Salmo Pride- a sense of community. Council Chambers were filled for
the world premiere. With 27K views, this puts Salmo in the forefront of our beautiful province.
Taylor Caron, Salmo Library Director, was another welcoming person. The improvements to this gigantic library
in a tiny village would be the envy of many larger centres. We enjoyed sharing fundraising efforts of the Friends
of the Library, such as the cake walk and the scrabble tournament as it is a mutual interest.
Salmo has a tidy downtown. Apparently Public Works staff are following the Community Appearance Policy to
ensure that no litter is evident. Residents could be encouraged to remove clutter visible in yards. Perhaps a Tidy
Tuesday initiative would be an inexpensive way to start.
The amount of work that went into becoming an Age Friendly Community is phenomenal. The action plan was
based on priorities set out by members of the community, building on existing strengths and making substantial
improvements for seniors. The handicapped parking space, by the Library, painted a bright blue, was very
noticeable.
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The website is a wonderful source of information: kudos to the designer and to those who add content. By
utilizing information from the CAO and council minutes and the Village Update, it is evident that Sustainable
Salmo thrives in environmental awareness. Congratulations on your efforts on Earth Day. The bear-proof
containers are ingenious.
As discussed, the profile book that you would create next year will reflect your community with the
contributions of your committee. A map of the areas to be toured would be very beneficial to judges.
To download the 2016 Community Profile Books, please visit: http://lin.ca/collections/communities-bloom-cib2016-community-profile-books Evelyn Allemani’s “Developing an Effective Profile Book” has excellent
suggestions for following a template.
We were pleased that a former CiB volunteer attended the meeting, but for success many more volunteers are
needed. There are six criteria on the evaluation grid, including Floral, Urban Forestry, Landscaped Areas,
Environmental Actions, Heritage and Cultural Conservation, and Tidiness. Having a separate chairperson for each
of these criteria would spread the workload out for those organizing the administration of the CiB project.
Judges recommend having representation from a variety of areas: such as municipal, business, service groups,
churches and schools to assist with work on your committee. Even getting information from a local teacher, or
manager of a group, who does not attend meetings can be very beneficial in contributing to the profile book.
We know that people get tired of meetings and are reluctant to join, yet Mayor White's council meetings are
very well attended. Salmo has had great success with a variety of forums for the OCP and Age Friendly Project.
An incredible Salmo support group already exists. Utilize these talents for your communities in bloom program.

Start by enlisting some individuals who attended and ask them to bring a friend. Your motto:
“Sustainable Salmo Exploring Our Future Together” attests to the high amount of public participation
in the planning of a community pulsating with vigour and energy.
Keep an hour time limit to meetings and work projects. When people know that an entire evening or afternoon
is not required, they are much more likely to participate. And according to Fred Paton, low maintenance projects
are highly desirable. Starting a project that requires financing, time and effort in the future is not worthwhile.
For financing, approach local large businesses in return for recognition on the website, FB page or signage. The
thermometer approach is an excellent idea. Continue with your contests. Have a buy-in with the local schools.
School children are highly competitive and a class challenge for a pizza party, make your own sundae party or a
movie afternoon can be rewarding for the students and benefit Salmo. You are only limited by your
imaginations and the more people you involve, the more ideas are generated. We notice that volunteerism is an
objective in the OCP. Salmo Communities in Bloom- a great place for this to be carried out.
The judges thoroughly enjoyed their visit and the wonderful people met along the way. We look forward to
seeing you at the Provincial Awards dinner and presentation September 28, 2017 in Abbotsford.
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TIDINESS
Tidiness includes an overall tidiness effort by the municipality, businesses, institutions and the residents throughout the
community. Elements for evaluation are parks and green spaces, medians, boulevards, sidewalks, streets; municipal,
commercial, institutional and residential properties; ditches, road shoulders, vacant lots, signs and buildings; weed control,
litter clean-up (including cigarette butts and gum), graffiti prevention/removal and vandalism deterrent programs.
Max

Actual

Municipal
Tidiness, order, cleanliness and first impressions

10

Community anti-litter awareness programs

10

Effective bylaws, programs and policies and enforcement; litter control, unsightly private
property maintenance by-laws, graffiti prevention and eradication, graffiti removal kits to
residents
Cleanliness of public green infrastructure: parks, streetscapes (sidewalks, planters, urban
signage and furniture such as benches, litter and recycling containers etc.)
Visual appeal, and condition of municipal buildings and properties (including City Hall grounds),

10
15
15

Business & Institutions
Tidiness, order and cleanliness and first impressions

15

Condition of buildings (exterior maintenance), grounds, sidewalks and parking lots

15

Condition of urban furniture: benches, litter and recycling containers

5

Residential
Tidiness, order and cleanliness

20

Condition of buildings, grounds and yards

15

Community Involvement
Public participation in community, neighbourhood or individual street tidiness, clean-up
programs, activities and annual maintenance (including promotion, organization, innovations
involving youth and seniors, etc.)
Support – financial and/or in-kind or participation by the municipality, businesses and
institutions for community clean-up programs
Tidiness Total
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10
10
150.00
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TIDINESS

As an Age Friendly Community, Salmo ensures drivers know this is a handicapped parking spot.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION
Environmental action pertains to the impact of human activities on the environment and the subsequent efforts and
achievements of the community with respect to: policies, by-laws, programs and best practices for waste reduction and
landfill diversion, composting sites, landfill sites, hazardous waste collections, water conservation, energy conservation, and
environmental stewardship activities under the guiding principles of sustainable development pertaining to green spaces.
Max

Actual

Municipal
Sustainable development strategy: policies, programs, guidelines, long-term planning/vision;
effective bylaws/policies and their enforcement; and public education programs and activities
Waste reduction to landfill and results (3-R: reduce, reuse and recycle), municipal composting
programs, including activities such as composting sites, yard waste collections, mulching of wood
debris (Christmas trees, hedge trimmings, etc.), reclamation of cut trees, and handling of hazardous
waste including e-waste collection and reuse of compost material
Water conservation and use-reduction programs such as promotions, efficient irrigation, use of nonpotable water, water restriction policies
Energy conservation programs such as alternate forms of energy (ex. geothermal, biomass, wind,
solar) and initiatives such as: efficient appliances initiatives, shielding for night skies issues, efficient
street lighting
Environmental initiatives, innovations and actions such as:
- Development and expansion of sustainable mobility and active transportation network such as
bike lanes and multi-used pathways;
- Horticultural practices such as green roofs, green walls, green lanes, living fences, buffer zones; reuse of sites; engineered wetlands, bio-swales, permeable surfaces and rain water management
- Brownfield redevelopment, remediation, land reclamation
- Air quality programs such as anti-idling, reduction of greenhouse gas emission (carbon reduction).
Business & Institutions

20

20

15
15

10

Participation in the environmental effort: such as waste management (reduce, reuse and recycle),
water conservation, energy conservation, brownfield management

10

Corporate environmental innovation/stewardship, initiatives, activities (ex. environmental clean-up
activities)

10

Residential
Participation in the 3-R (reduce, reuse and recycle) initiatives and composting

10

Adoption of water conservation practices such as rainwater collection and rain gardens

15

Community Involvement
Public participation in public forums and policy development on environmental issues

5

Public participation in community, neighbourhood or individual street environmental activities and
programs (including promotion, organization and evidence of taking ownership, etc.)

10

Support – financial and/or in-kind or participation by the municipality, businesses and institutions in
public environmental activities and programs

10

Environmental Action Total
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ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION
Salmo's original name was Salmon
Siding. Efforts are being made to bring
the salmon back to their historic
spawning grounds.
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HERITAGE CONSERVATION
Heritage conservation includes efforts to preserve natural and cultural heritage within the community. Preservation of
natural heritage pertains to policies, plans and actions concerning all elements of biodiversity including flora and fauna
ecosystems and associated geological structures and formations. Cultural conservation refers to the heritage that helps
define the community including the legacy of tangible (built/hard assets) elements such as heritage buildings, monuments,
memorials, cemeteries, artifacts, museums and intangible elements such as traditions, customs, festivals and celebrations.
The participation of groups such as historical societies and conservation groups is considered.
Max

Actual

Municipal
Natural heritage policies, by-laws and their enforcement and effective programs
Natural heritage management plans and preservation initiatives: including eco systems, eco
parks, protection of sensitive habitats, species at risk, support for at risk pollinators,
grasslands, naturalization, wetlands, urban agriculture/farming, and wildlife
Management and promotion of natural heritage (through communications, information and
support programs, economic development/tourism) including activities and programs (yearround) for education and use of natural heritage sites for and by the public
Cultural heritage polices, by-laws and plans and preservation initiatives for heritage buildings,
cemeteries, artefacts, museums, monuments, heritage trees and gardens, including their
integration with streetscapes and landscape
Cultural heritage initiatives throughout the year including festivals and celebrations along with
preservation of traditions and customs

10
15

15
15

10

Business & Institutions
Conservation, restoration and integration of natural heritage, including eco parks,
conservation areas, heritage gardens, trees and landscapes.
Conservation, restoration and reuse of heritage buildings and artefacts including their
integration with the built/hard, streetscapes and green landscapes

15
10

Residential
Conservation/restoration and reuse of heritage buildings, artefacts on residential lands

10

Community Involvement
Public participation in community, neighbourhood or individual natural heritage programs
including developing policies and plans, site improvements and management, conservation
and education initiatives
Support – financial and/or in-kind or participation by the municipality, businesses and
institutions (including environmental groups) in community-initiated natural heritage
activities and programs
Public participation in community, neighbourhood or individual cultural heritage programs
including year-round heritage community events/activities, festivals and celebrations along
with preservation of traditions and customs
Support – financial and/or in-kind or participation by the municipality, businesses and
institutions (including historical societies) in community initiated cultural heritage activities
and programs.
Heritage Conservation Total
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HERITAGE CONSERVATION
Observations:
It was interesting to read that Salmo was originally called Salmon Siding and the name changed to avoid confusion
with similar names. The Salmon infographic at the Chamber of Commerce leads us to believe efforts are being
made to return salmon to their historic spawning grounds. Salmo Watershed Streamkeepers are to be
commended for their work!
As with much of the Kootenays, mining has played a major role and for many years the rock wall murals were
advertised as a tourist feature depicting the mining history. Continue to utilize these as a visitor attraction, as
mining may become a strong industry again. We were pleased to see a window display of samples at Margaux
Resources, who are working on potential mining projects.
Heritage Hub is a new arts and cultural corner, hosted by Suzie Q; the Grand Opening was in May. This
partnership with the Village, allowed a municipal building with significant problems to become an innovative
tourist attraction and community service. Much remediation was required for a variety of problems including
mould, dry rot and vast amounts of refuse. This former derelict building now houses tattoo art, upholstery and
leatherwork, and a salvage boutique. Small wonder this unique building is being recognized for excellence in
community beautification.
The Salmo Art windows at Heritage Hub provide the opportunity for Salmo and Kootenay region artists to
highlight/expose their creations on highly visible windows in the downtown core for a 4-month period. What an
innovative way to display to recognize creations from a variety of artists.
Shambhala is an annual electronic music festival which has drawn thousands of concert goers to experience a
mixture of art and music in nature. For almost 30 years this festival has been situated on a cattle ranch, bringing
many visitors to Salmo.
The Museum recently reopened after years of storage. The summer student willingly opened the doors to share
the artifacts with us. Having one building house the library, Chamber of Commerce and the museum is a good
use of funding.
The Salmo Days/Canada Day celebration in Salmo swelled the Village. Hundreds of participants were eager to
join in a variety of kids’ activities, slo pitch, a pancake breakfast and fireworks. Many sponsors and volunteers
supported the Village’s effort to celebrate Canada 150. The highlight of the day was the opening of the 6th
Avenue Pedestrian Bridge with Canada 150 5K runners coming through. Hanging baskets in red and white, new
banners and a new Canada flagpole at the Village Office added to the festivities.
The World’s Oldest Phone Booth is now located at the Sal-Crest Motel. It was made from a hollowed-out cedar
tree estimated to be 465 years old. In its new home, it is a treasure amongst the older farm implements
displayed on the grounds, and has been protected from the elements with a new roof.
One of the unique features of Salmo is their plaid designation which reflects the logging industry. Indeed, the
village applied and received permission to alter the flag by the Federal Department of Canadian Heritage.
The Salmo Hotel is very distinctive and is a treasure in the downtown area. We understand it is for sale and we
hope that it will continue to maintain its historic facade.
The railway station, built in 1913, is a designated Heritage building, and we were pleased to see that plans are in
the OCP to become part of a Historic Railway Commercial District.
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Recommendations:
•

We were pleased to see the salmon infographic was sponsored by Shambhala Patrons. Continue to work
with Shambhala organizers to gain more benefits for Salmo. There might be a way of gaining further
funding, such as for a Salmo capital project, as is done in Nelson. Salmo could benefit from having
another corporate supporter.

•

The museum is a central part of Salmo’s history administered by the Salmo Arts and Museum Society.
Now that it has been reopened, new members can be encouraged to become involved to accumulate
even more treasures that may be found in old homes. A curator is needed to archive the collections.

•

For future judging, you may consider showing more natural heritage features.
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URBAN FORESTRY
Urban forestry includes the efforts of the municipality, businesses, institutions and residents with regards to written
policies, by-laws, standards for tree management (selection, planting, and maintenance), long and short-term
management plans, tree replacement policies, pollinator friendly tree selection, tree inventory, and Integrated Pest
Management (IPM), heritage, memorial and commemorative trees.
Max

Actual

Municipal
Overall impact, benefit and first impression of the urban forest

10

Policies, regulations and tree by-laws, tree protection and planting on public and private lands

15

Urban forestry plan and design, including integration with overall green infrastructure
landscape plan, and measures to preserve, protect, manage and expand overall tree inventory,
including woodlots.
Plan of action: procurement, species diversity (including native trees), selection of hardy and
pollinator habitat tree species, recommended tree list and tree planting standards.
Integrated Pest Management (IPM) / Plant HealthCare (PHC): plan of action for invasive pest
detection and control, information on current infestations and diseases
Public information programs:
good planting techniques, best practices and maintenance programs

20
10
10
15

Maintenance best practices with proven results

10

Qualified personnel (including seasonal staff) and/or in place training programs

5

Business & Institutions
Contribution to expanding overall tree inventory, with consideration of design and diversity
including native and hardy species of trees, on properties owned by business and institutions.

15

Maintenance programs, best practices with proven results: watering, pruning, IPM

10

Residential
Contribution to expanding overall tree inventory, with consideration of design and diversity
including native and hardy species of trees on residential properties

15

Maintenance best practices with proven results

10

Community Involvement
Public participation in tree planting and conservation programs such as Green Streets Canada,
Arbor Day, Maple Leaf Day, and other tree planting and maintenance programs and activities
on public lands (including promotion, organization etc.)
Support – financial and/or in-kind or participation or promotion by the municipality, businesses
and institutions for community tree planting and conservation programs on public lands
Urban Forestry Total
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Observations:
The Village of Salmo is a green community with a wide variety of trees both evergreen and deciduous. We are
impressed by the number of mature trees seen on both private and municipal properties.
It is a good initiative to have a boulevard tree policy in place, accompanied by a list of hardy and drought
tolerant trees and shrubs that are approved to be planted.
Misuse of trees in KP Park has led to a yearly tree assessment for all trees on municipal property. This is a great
strategy to preserve trees as well as to detect danger trees at an early stage, enhancing public safety.
The 2016 graduates of Salmo Secondary donated trees from their Enchanted Forest themed ceremony, to the
Village. These trees have been planted throughout the community as their legacy; an excellent project that is
worth repeating.
Springboard Park is a tremendous natural asset for the community. The large cedar stumps are a reminder of
the old growth forests inhabiting the valley and part of Salmo’s history as a logging community. Springboard
Park is over 17-acres with a just under 1km hiking trail that was recently cleared of danger trees. Posts with
reflective markers guide the way along the path and a new wooden sign marks the park entrance.
Recommendations:
•

You could expand your boulevard tree policy to say that whenever a tree is cut down, another will be
planted back. This way it is not just a document that enables to cut trees, but also ensures there will be
mature trees to enjoy for future generations.

•

Determine which trees on municipal and private properties are most valuable as part of the urban
forest. These can then be added to a list of trees that need a permit to cut down. This may be a job a
summer student can take on or students from Selkirk College.

•

Access to nature is one of the three key community assets identified by residents. This is already used as
a promotion tool by the Village, but can be exploited more. Have you thought of ‘Forest Bathing’? This
comes from Japan and encourages spending time in nature, because it reduces stress and improves
overall health: https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forest_bathing

•

Instead of presenting visiting officials to your Village with gifts, you could consider planting a memorial
tree in their name or for the occasion. Depending on the time of the year and duration of the visit, tree
planting can take place with the dignitaries present or at an earlier or later date. If the tree has been
planted prior to their arrival or will be planted later, a certificate and/or picture can be presented.
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LANDSCAPE
Landscape includes planning, design, construction and maintenance of parks and green spaces suitable for the intended
use and location on a year-round basis. Elements for evaluation include: native and introduced materials; balance of plants,
materials and constructed elements; appropriate integration of hard surfaces and art elements, use of turf and
groundcovers. Landscape design should harmonize the interests of all sectors of the community. Standards of execution
and maintenance should demonstrate best practices, including quality of naturalization, use of groundcovers and
wildflowers along with turf management.
Max

Actual

Municipal
First impressions of the community including gateway/entrance treatments

10

Sustainable designs (seasonally adjusted year round): energy efficient, use of green materials,
naturalization, xeriscaping, suitable plant varieties (including pollinator friendly) , traffic calming,
bank stabilisation
Urban and civic design standards for streetscape and public places: flags, banners, public art,
fountains, site furnishings, signage, seasonal design and décor, walkways and paving materials
Landscape Plan: integrated and implemented throughout the municipality
Turf management programs, Integrated Pest Management (IPM), Plant Health Care (PHC),
alternative solutions to diseases and infestations when appropriate, increased naturalization and
adapted maintenance programs

10
10
10
10

Landscape maintenance policies, standards, best practices and programs

10

Landscape maintained to appropriate standards, specifications and best practices.

5

Qualified personnel (including seasonal staff) and/or in place training programs

10

Demonstrated year-round opportunities and programs for education and use of parks and green
spaces (urban agriculture, community gardens, parks and recreation programs)

10

Business & Institutions
Sustainable designs (seasonally adjusted year-round): energy efficient, use of green materials,
naturalization, xeriscaping, alternate groundcovers, urban agriculture
Contribution to urban and civic design and public green spaces above requirements: such as public
art, streetscape, site furniture, fountains & innovation in concept & design
Adequate ongoing life cycle management (ongoing maintenance, ground & asset management,
rehabilitation & replacement ) of all landscape elements

10
15
10

Residential
Streetscape appeal of landscapes (year-round, seasonal, themed)

15

Maintenance of properties: lawn care, trees and shrub maintenance (with proven results)

15

Selection of plant material (native, local, innovative, edible and pollinator friendly plants)

10

Community Involvement
Public participation in community programs such as: urban agriculture, community gardens, "yard
of the week", volunteer park maintenance, holiday illumination & decoration (promotion,
organization, etc.)

20

Recognition (by municipality and/or by volunteer groups) of volunteer efforts in all aspects of the
Communities in Bloom Program including activities in all evaluated criteria

20

Landscape Total
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LANDSCAPE
Observations:
Salmo has a well put together landscape with many recent upgrades. Besides new Salmo banners, a new Canada
Day flag pole at the Village office, improvements in sidewalks, a new wooden bus shelter and new wooden
fencing around the Fortis Substation. The following items/projects really stand out:

•

Knights of Pythias Park, or KP Park, is a well used park that has had many upgrades recently with more to
come. It hosts the weekly Farmers Market, there is a playground, campground and sports fields. Most of
this area used to be wetland and part of the natural wetland is still preserved at the north end of the park.

•

The new 6th Street pedestrian bridge over the Salmo River was officially opened on July 1st this year. This
covered bridge is a huge achievement for the community and made possible by hard work and
dedication of volunteers, Village of Salmo staff, Mayor and Council, and numerous grants and donations.

•

Recently a total of 20 park benches were placed around the community at locations proposed by
seniors. A great project to ensure these park benches are well used and to make Salmo a walkable
community for every age group.

•

All municipal garbage cans were bear proofed last year. Instead of buying expensive new garbage cans a
‘made in Salmo’ initiative proved to be much cheaper, having the same results.

The judges really like your Salmo Bloom project, where residents can participate in a variety of events to
beautify their community and their own properties. This is a great way to recognize attractive gardens and
properties, residential as well as business. A Xeriscape workshop was part of this project and is worth repeating,
so more people have the chance to learn and share about beautifying their properties with hardy, drought
tolerant plants that require little maintenance. Perhaps next year you could affix a CiB logo decal.
During our visit in Salmo a new metal arch was installed as the start of a Village Art Garden. Branches from large
shade trees were removed as we enjoyed refreshments at the nearby Dragonfly Cafe. We are excited to see how
this project will grow over the next few years.
The new OCP encompasses a progressive revitalization project and expansion of the commercial district around
the historic railway station. The former railway connects with the Trans Canada Trail and will make for a
pleasant walk through the centre of town.
The outdoor pool is obviously well-used. The sounds of children’s laughter echoed in the streets.
Many communities would be envious of the Salmo Valley Youth and Community Centre. Once the old high
school, it has been repurposed to host a variety of events and activities.
Recommendations:
Use the idea to landscape the entrances to the new pedestrian bridge, which came up during the Novice
Presentation, to start a CiB project. Drought tolerant perennials and ornamental grasses can be used to create a
colourful landscape that will be attractive all growing season long with little maintenance needed. A layer of
mulch can reduce weed growth and retain moisture. Mow once per year with a weed whacker in early spring or
fall, before snow fall.
Having a Water Smart Ambassador is an asset, available to the residents of Salmo. In addition to information
about water needs for landscapes and programming irrigation systems to be more efficient etc. As well, the
Ambassador could hand out information about drought and heat tolerant plants, suitable for the area and
different parts of the garden (south facing, north facing).
Highlighting the importance of green space and the value it represents can be done through a flyer and/or on
the Village and Chamber of Commerce websites. This will enhance awareness that green space only costs very
little to build and maintain compared to the benefits it provides. Making the actual costs and monetary value
clear to people can be used as a tool to get naysayers on board.
http://projectevergreen.org/resources/environmental-benefits-of-green-space/
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BC Communities in Bloom

2017 Evaluation Form
FLORAL DISPLAYS
Floral displays evaluates efforts of the municipality, businesses, institutions and residents to design, plan, execute, and
maintain floral displays of high quality standards. Evaluation includes the design and arrangements of flowers and plants
(annuals, perennials, bulbs, ornamental grasses, edible plants, water efficient and pollinator friendly plants) in the context
of originality, distribution, location, diversity and balance, colour, and harmony This pertains to flowerbeds, carpet
bedding, containers, baskets and window boxes.
Max
Municipal
Integration into overall landscape plan and distribution through community. Concept and
design including sustainable design
Diversity of displays: flowerbeds, raised beds, planters, hanging baskets, window boxes, carpet
bedding, mosaics
Diversity of plants: annuals, perennials, bulbs, grasses, woody plants, natural flora, pollinator
friendly plants
Quality, maintenance to appropriate specifications and standards, best practices: watering,
weeding, edging, dead heading, etc.
Qualified personnel (including seasonal staff) and/or in place training programs

Actual

15
20
10
20
10

Business & Institutions
Concept and design (including arrangement, diversity, colour of display and plants) on grounds

15

Contribution to, and integration with, overall community floral program

10

Quality of planting and maintenance: watering, weeding, edging, dead heading, etc.

10

Residential
Concept and design (including arrangement, diversity, colour of display and plants) on
residential properties
Pollinator gardens and/or inclusion of pollinator plants in gardens

20

Quality of planting and maintenance with proven results.

15

Community Involvement
Public participation in community projects, volunteer initiatives, outreach programs in floral
displays (including promotion, organization, etc.)
Support – financial and/or in-kind or participation by the municipality, businesses and
institutions for community floral displays activities
Floral Displays Total
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15
15
175.00

0

BC Communities in Bloom

2017 Evaluation Form
FLORAL DISPLAYS
Salmo Bloom is a fabulous way to get your residents involved in the Floral component of CiB.
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR INVOLVEMENT
Within the context of climate change and environmental concerns, communities involved in the
Communities in Bloom program can be proud of their efforts, which provide real and meaningful
environmental solutions and benefit all of society.
COMMUNITIES IN BLOOM IS MADE POSSIBLE BY
•
•
•
•

The commitment of local, provincial and national volunteers
The support of elected officials and of staff in municipalities
The dedication of our judges, staff and organizations
The contributions of our sponsors and partners

BC Communities in Bloom offers a program that provides a framework for
enhancing community liveability.
Provincial Office:
British Columbia Communities in Bloom
Suite 102 – 19289 Langley Bypass, Surrey, BC V3S 6K1
Catherine Kennedy, Executive Director
(604) 576-6506 | c.kennedy@telus.net | www.bccib.ca
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